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Mostly-Mandatory Prerequisites

Web site

Clear, specific positioning

(Ideally) Clear, incisive POV

Packaged (optional: priced) service 
offerings

Email list opt-in

Sensible contact form

CRM

A way to keep track of people, important-
but-not-emotionally/mentally-salient 
relationships, and reminders of 
relationship-building/maintaining activities

Philip sees these as the best starting point and -- likely -- the easiest to execute

David Baker's lead generation 
quick win suggestions (source: 
https://punctuation.com/2014-
webinar-scoring-some-quick-
new-business-wins/)

Packaged diagnostic service

Name and price it properly to convey 
value. Position it as an objective external 
perspective if the prospect has an in-house 
team. This is easier to sell and gets 
prospects invested.

Approach competitors of lost clients

Leverage your knowledge of an industry 
gained from a major lost client to 
approach their competitors. Carefully 
share insights without compromising 
trade secrets. Flip your advice and show 
competitors where they can improve. 
Often leads to exploratory meetings at 
minimum. "when we were on the outside 
working for the former client, this is what 
we thought you did really well. This is 
where we thought there were some gaps. 
We'd love to help you think through this."

Chase surgically-targeted referrals

identify the 8-10 people who have referred 
you the most business over the years and 
express gratitude. Tell them specifics like 
"you referred us to X, Y and Z clients over 
the past 5 years and we are so grateful." 
Then provide suggestions on how they can 
describe and introduce your services, 
saying something like "our firm has 
changed over the last few years, and while 
it was true in the past that we did A, we 
are in a different place now where we 
specialize in B." Equip them with the right 
messaging to set proper expectations.with 
prospects they refer.

"lumpy mail"

publish short e-book

podcast guesting

guest expert on an industry association webinar

David Baker and Blair Enns' 
recommended lead generation 
framework

https://2bobs.com/podcast/the-rungs-you-can-reach-on-the-ladder-of-lead-generation 

Philip Morgan's recommended 
framework

Build yourself a better professional network

Be easily discoverable via narrow and 
broad search

narrow search: tech/platform-specific 
directories or communities

broad search: google, clutch.co, upwork

Service

Committee membership

value-add curation

Small-scale research

convening a community

Pro bono education

Roundtables (or similar "pop-up events")

Publishing

articles

emails

voice/video content

Thought leadership

adopt and "own" a significant (timescale, 
scope of impact, or both) problem on behalf 
of your market and "work in public" to 
contribute to the problem's 
mitigation/resolution

Pure networking

intentionally [meet | become known to] your 
peers (true peers/colleagues, those a few steps 
in front of and behind you, and likeminded 
"thought partners")

"brownian motion" with your clients/prospects
choose conferences/events/situations that 
have rich interaction potential to create 
mental availability

Periodically and intentionally refresh mental 
availability among clients/prospects/peers

You could do a lot worse than a quarterly 
or semi-yearly "what's up with me" 
newsletter

Basis for Philip's recommendations

Most of you (Philip's clients/audience) sell 
to non-professional buyers: those who 
improvise their way through the 
discovery/vetting/buying process and do 
not use RFPs or have to answer to a 
Procurement department.

Non-professional services buyers are 
generally efficient satisficers who are risk-
avoidant in their hiring. 

As a result, these buyers tend to use 3 
methods for discovering a you-shaped 
option, and they stop the search when 
they are feel they've found a "good 
enough" solution.

Bigger version of this map: 
https://philipmorganconsulting.com/image
s/PMC-non-
professional_buyer_behavior_map-v1.pdf



Some debatable claims:

1: The further "upstream" you can intercept 
opportunity, the better (because the 
further downstream you intercept it, the 
more buyer fatigue and distrust you are 
facing)

2: You are inclined to under-value 
opportunity that comes via referral 
because it feels hard to control and the fit 
of these prospects is frequently 
bad/imperfect

Implications if these claims are true for you

There is a lot of bizdev potential in you 
getting more excited, creative, and 
disciplined about building a better 
professional network

The size and quality of your professional 
network will correlate with the amount 
and quality of your business opportunity 
(unless some other part of the system -- 
like an offer that no segment of your 
market wants to buy -- overrides this)

Part of the difference between Philip's and David/Blair's recommendations is language/framing, and part of it is that Philip 
works with more nerdy introverts who don't have the charisma that many of David/Blair's clients do. Philip's "median client" 
has resources and attributes that are better than charisma, but these different resources/attributes lead to an emphasis on 
somewhat different lead gen thinking/methods.

How you might think about choosing from 
among these methods

Based on your personality

Some of these methods require more 
charisma, confidence, consistency, or 
extroversion than you might be regularly 
able to muster

Based on the market's valuation of your 
expertise

You may have valuable expertise that the 
market does not consider especially 
interesting, exciting, or rare, and therefore 
the effort of a lead gen method like a book 
might be less likely to pay off immediately 
with a burst of interest from the market.

Based on their potential for fast results

Some methods have an immediacy of 
connection (ex: roundtables) that creates 
both a tight/short feedback loop and the 
potential for short-term lead gen results. 
Other methods have a longer feedback 
loop and a more slow-acting but 
evergreen potential for lead gen results (ex: 
becoming discoverable via broad search)

Based on their inherent difficulty, 
complexity, and/or cost

Hosting a private online roundtable for 10 
or 20 buyers is a much easier project than 
hosting an IRL event with 100 to 400 in 
attendance. The former does not require 
the attention and trust of an existing 
audience while the latter almost certainly 
would, not to mention other logistical/cost 
differences.

https://2bobs.com/podcast/the-rungs-you-can-reach-on-the-ladder-of-lead-generation
https://philipmorganconsulting.com/images/PMC-non-professional_buyer_behavior_map-v1.pdf

